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AN ACT CONCERNING PRISON OVERCROWDING.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Assembly convened:
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Section 1. Section 54-124a of the general statutes, as amended by
section 161 of public act 03-6 of the June 30 special session, is repealed
and the following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective July 1, 2004):
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(a) There shall be a Board of [Parole] Pardons and Paroles within the
Department of Correction, for administrative purposes only. [which]
On and after October 1, 2004, the board shall consist of [fifteen]
thirteen members [, including a chairman and two vice-chairmen who
shall be] appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of
either house of the General Assembly. [The chairman and vicechairmen shall be qualified by training, experience or education in law,
criminal justice, parole matters or other related fields for the
consideration of the matters before them and the other members shall
be qualified by training and experience for the consideration of matters
before them.] In the appointment of the members, the Governor shall
endeavor to reflect the racial diversity of the state. The Governor shall
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appoint a chairperson from among the membership. The chairperson
of the board shall be qualified by education, experience and training in
the administration of community corrections, parole or pardons.
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(b) The term of each appointed member of the board serving on
September 30, 2004, shall expire on said date. The term of [the
chairman and the term of each vice-chairman] each member of the
board beginning on or after October 1, 2004, shall be coterminous with
the term of the Governor or until a successor is chosen, whichever is
later. [The terms of all members, except the chairman, shall expire on
July 1, 1994, and on or after July 1, 1994, members shall be appointed in
accordance with subsection (a) of this section as follows: Six members
shall be appointed for a term of two years; and six members shall be
appointed for a term of four years. Thereafter, all members shall serve
for terms of four years.] Any vacancy in the membership of the board
shall be filled for the unexpired portion of the term by the Governor.
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(c) The [chairman] chairperson shall devote full time to the
performance of the duties [hereunder] under this section and shall be
compensated therefor in such amount as the Commissioner of
Administrative Services determines, subject to the provisions of section
4-40. The other members of said board shall receive one hundred ten
dollars for each day spent in the performance of their duties and shall
be reimbursed for necessary expenses incurred in the performance of
such duties. The [chairman or, in his] chairperson or, in the
chairperson's absence or inability to act, a member designated by [him]
the chairperson to serve temporarily as [chairman] chairperson, shall
be present at all meetings of said board and participate in all decisions
thereof.
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(d) The [Commissioner of Correction] chairperson shall be the
executive and administrative head of said board and shall have the
authority and responsibility for (1) [directing and supervising]
overseeing all administrative affairs of the board, [(2) preparing the
budget and annual operation plan in consultation with the board, (3)
assigning staff to parole panels, regions and supervision offices, (4)
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organizing parole hearing calendars to facilitate the timely and
efficient processing of cases, (5) implementing a uniform case filing
and processing system, (6) establishing policy] (2) adopting policies in
all areas of [parole] pardons and paroles including, but not limited to,
granting pardons, commutations of punishments or releases,
conditioned or absolute, in the case of any person convicted of any
offense against the state and commutations from the penalty of death,
risk-based structured decision making [,] and release criteria, [and
supervision standards, (7) establishing specialized parole units as
deemed necessary, (8) entering into contracts, in consultation with the
board, with service providers, community programs and consultants
for the proper function of parole and community supervision, (9)
creating programs for staff and board member development, training
and education, (10) establishing, developing and maintaining
noninstitutional, community-based service programs, and (11)] (3)
consulting with the Department of Correction on shared issues
including, but not limited to, prison overcrowding, (4) consulting with
the Judicial Department on shared issues of community supervision,
and (5) signing and issuing subpoenas to compel the attendance and
testimony of witnesses at parole proceedings. Any such subpoena shall
be enforceable to the same extent as subpoenas issued pursuant to
section 52-143, as amended.
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(e) The [chairman] chairperson may serve on both pardons panels
and parole release panels and shall have the authority and
responsibility for assigning members to such panels. [, each to] The
chairperson shall assign seven members exclusively to parole release
hearings and shall assign five members exclusively to pardons
hearings. Except for the chairperson, no member assigned to parole
release hearings may be assigned subsequently to pardons hearings
and no member assigned to pardons hearings may be assigned
subsequently to parole release hearings. Each parole release panel shall
be composed of two members and the [chairman] chairperson or a
member designated to serve temporarily as [chairman] chairperson,
for each correctional institution. Such parole release panels shall be the
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paroling authority for the institutions to which they are assigned and
not less than two members shall be present at each parole hearing.
Each pardons panel shall be composed of three members, one of whom
may be the chairperson, except that for hearings on commutations
from the penalty of death, one member of the panel shall be the
chairperson.
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(f) The Board of Pardons and Paroles shall have independent
decision-making authority to (1) grant or deny parole in accordance
with sections 54-125, 54-125a, as amended by this act, 54-125e, as
amended by this act, and 54-125g, (2) establish conditions of parole or
special parole supervision in accordance with section 54-126, (3)
rescind or revoke parole or special parole in accordance with sections
54-127 and 54-128, as amended by this act, (4) grant commutations of
punishment or releases, conditioned or absolute, in the case of any
person convicted of any offense against the state and commutations
from the penalty of death in accordance with section 18-26.
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(g) The Department of Correction shall be responsible for the
supervision of any person transferred to the jurisdiction of the Board
of Pardons and Paroles during such person's period of parole or
special parole.
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(h) The chairperson, or the chairperson's designee, and two
members of the board shall conduct all parole release hearings and
shall approve or deny all parole releases recommended by an
employee of the board pursuant to section 54-125b, as amended by this
act, and all parole revocations and parole rescissions recommended by
an employee of the board pursuant to section 6 of this act.
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(i) The chairperson of the board shall appoint an executive director.
The executive director shall oversee the administration of the agency
and, at the discretion of the chairperson, shall: (1) Direct and supervise
all administrative affairs of the board, (2) prepare the budget and
annual operation plan, (3) assign staff to administrative reviews, (4)
organize pardons and parole release hearing calendars, (5) implement
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a uniform case filing and processing system, and (6) create programs
for staff and board member development, training and education.
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(j) The chairperson, in consultation with the executive director, shall
adopt regulations, in accordance with chapter 54, concerning:
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(1) Parole revocation and rescission hearings that include
implementing due process requirements;
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(2) An administrative pardons process that allows an applicant
convicted of a crime to be granted a pardon with respect to such crime
without a hearing, unless a victim of such crime requests such a
hearing, if such applicant was:
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(A) Convicted of a misdemeanor and (i) such conduct no longer
constitutes a crime, (ii) such applicant was under twenty-one years of
age at the time of conviction and has not been convicted of a crime
during the ten years preceding the date on which the pardon is
granted, or (iii) such conviction occurred prior to the effective date of
the establishment of a program under sections 17a-692 to 17a-701,
inclusive, as amended, section 46b-38c, as amended, 53a-39a, 53a-39c,
as amended, 54-56e, as amended, 54-56g, as amended, 54-56i or 54-56j
for which the applicant would have been eligible had such program
existed at the time of conviction, provided the chairperson determines
the applicant would likely have been granted entry into such program;
or
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(B) Convicted of a violation of section 21a-277, 21a-278 or 21a-279
and such applicant has not been convicted of a crime during the five
years preceding the date on which the pardon is granted, provided
such date is at least five years after the date of such conviction or such
applicant's release from incarceration, whichever is later; and
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(3) Requiring board members assigned to pardons hearings to issue
written statements containing the reasons for rejecting any application
for a pardon.
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(k) The Board of Pardons and Paroles shall hold a pardons hearing
at least once every three months and shall hold such hearings in
various geographical areas of the state. The board shall not hold a
pardons hearing within or on the grounds of a correctional facility
except when solely for the benefit of applicants who are incarcerated at
the time of such hearing.
(l) The chairperson and executive director shall establish:
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(1) In consultation with the Department of Correction, a parole
orientation program for all parole-eligible inmates upon their transfer
to the custody of the Commissioner of Correction that will provide
general information on the laws and policies regarding parole release,
calculation of time-served standards, general conditions of release,
supervision practices, revocation and rescission policies, and
procedures for administrative review and panel hearings, and any
other information that the board deems relevant for preparing inmates
for parole; and
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(2) An incremental sanctions system for parole violations including,
but not limited to, reincarceration based on the type, severity and
frequency of the violation and specific periods of incarceration for
certain types of violations.
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[(f)] (m) In the event of the temporary inability of any member other
than the [chairman] chairperson to perform his or her duties, the
Governor, at the request of the board, may appoint a qualified person
to serve as a temporary member during such period of inability.
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[(g)] (n) The chairperson of the Board of [Parole] Pardons and
Paroles shall: (1) Adopt an annual budget and plan of operation, (2)
adopt such rules as deemed necessary for the internal affairs of the
board, (3) [develop policy for and administer the operation] adopt
regulations, in accordance with chapter 54, for the administration of
the Interstate Parole Compact, and (4) submit an annual report to the
Governor and General Assembly.
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Sec. 2. (NEW) (Effective July 1, 2004) (a) The Board of Pardons and
Paroles shall be a successor department to the Board of Pardons and
the Board of Parole in accordance with the provisions of sections 4-38d
and 4-39 of the general statutes.
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(b) Wherever the words "Board of Pardons" or "Board of Parole" are
used in the general statutes or the public acts of 2003 and 2004, the
words "Board of Pardons and Paroles" shall be substituted in lieu
thereof.
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(c) The Legislative Commissioners' Office shall, in codifying the
provisions of this section, make such technical, grammatical and
punctuation changes as are necessary to carry out the purposes of this
section.
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Sec. 3. Section 54-125a of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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(a) A person convicted of one or more crimes who is incarcerated on
or after October 1, 1990, who received a definite sentence or aggregate
sentence of more than two years, and who has been confined under
such sentence or sentences for not less than one-half of the aggregate
sentence or one-half of the most recent sentence imposed by the court,
whichever is greater, may be allowed to go at large on parole in the
discretion of the panel of the Board of Parole for the institution in
which the person is confined, if (1) it appears from all available
information, including any reports from the Commissioner of
Correction that the panel may require, that there is reasonable
probability that such inmate will live and remain at liberty without
violating the law, and (2) such release is not incompatible with the
welfare of society. At the discretion of the panel, and under the terms
and conditions as may be prescribed by the panel including requiring
the parolee to submit personal reports, the parolee shall be allowed to
return to the parolee's home or to reside in a residential community
center, or to go elsewhere. The parolee shall, while on parole, remain
[in the legal custody and control] under the jurisdiction of the board
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until the expiration of the maximum term or terms for which the
parolee was sentenced. Any parolee released on the condition that the
parolee reside in a residential community center may be required to
contribute to the cost incidental to such residence. Each order of parole
shall fix the limits of the parolee's residence, which may be changed in
the discretion of [such panel] the board and the Commissioner of
Correction. Within three weeks after the commitment of each person
sentenced to more than one year, the state's attorney for the judicial
district shall send to the Board of Parole the record, if any, of such
person.
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(b) (1) No person convicted of any of the following offenses, which
was committed on or after July 1, 1981, shall be eligible for parole
under subsection (a) of this section: Capital felony, as [defined]
provided in section 53a-54b, felony murder, as [defined] provided in
section 53a-54c, arson murder, as [defined] provided in section 53a54d, murder, as [defined] provided in section 53a-54a, or [any offense
committed with a firearm, as defined in section 53a-3, in or on, or
within one thousand five hundred feet of, the real property comprising
a public or private elementary or secondary school] aggravated sexual
assault in the first degree, as provided in section 53a-70a. (2) A person
convicted of an offense, other than an offense specified in subdivision
(1) of this subsection, where the underlying facts and circumstances of
the offense involve the use, attempted use or threatened use of
physical force against another person shall be ineligible for parole
under subsection (a) of this section until such person has served not
less than eighty-five per cent of the definite sentence imposed.
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(c) The Board of Parole shall, not later than July 1, 1996, adopt
regulations in accordance with chapter 54 to ensure that a person
convicted of an offense described in subdivision (2) of subsection (b) of
this section is not released on parole until such person has served
eighty-five per cent of the definite sentence imposed by the court. Such
regulations shall include guidelines and procedures for classifying a
person as a violent offender that are not limited to a consideration of
the elements of the offense or offenses for which such person was
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convicted.
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[(d) Not later than January 15, 2002, the Board of Parole shall submit
a report to the Secretary of the Office of Policy and Management and,
in accordance with the provisions of section 11-4a, to the joint standing
committees of the General Assembly having cognizance of matters
relating to the Board of Parole, public safety and appropriations and
the budgets of state agencies setting forth the number of all persons
whose eligibility for parole release is subject to subsection (a) of this
section who, as of January 1, 2002, have completed seventy-five per
cent of their definite sentence and have not been approved for parole
release. Not later than February 15, 2002, and not later than the
fifteenth day of each month thereafter, the Board of Parole shall submit
a report to the Secretary of the Office of Policy and Management and,
in accordance with the provisions of section 11-4a, to the joint standing
committees of the General Assembly having cognizance of matters
relating to the Board of Parole, public safety and appropriations and
the budgets of state agencies setting forth the number of all such
persons who have completed seventy-five per cent of their definite
sentence in the preceding month and were not approved for parole
release.]
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(d) The Board of Parole shall hold a hearing to determine the
suitability for parole release of any person whose eligibility for parole
release is not subject to the provisions of subsection (b) of this section
upon completion by such person of seventy-five per cent of such
person's definite or aggregate sentence. An employee of the board or, if
deemed necessary by the chairperson, a panel of the board shall
reassess the suitability for parole release of such person based on the
following standards: (1) Whether there is reasonable probability that
such person will live and remain at liberty without violating the law,
and (2) whether the benefits to such person and society that would
result from such person's release to community supervision
substantially outweigh the benefits to such person and society that
would result from such person's continued incarceration. After
hearing, if the board determines that continued confinement is
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necessary, it shall articulate for the record the specific reasons why
such person and the public would not benefit from such person
serving a period of parole supervision while transitioning from
incarceration to the community. The decision of the board under this
subsection shall not be subject to appeal.
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(e) The Board of Parole shall hold a hearing to determine the
suitability for parole release of any person whose eligibility for parole
release is subject to the provisions of subdivision (2) of subsection (b)
of this section upon completion by such person of eighty-five per cent
of such person's definite or aggregate sentence. An employee of the
board or, if deemed necessary by the chairperson, a panel of the board
shall assess the suitability for parole release of such person based on
the following standards: (1) Whether there is reasonable probability
that such person will live and remain at liberty without violating the
law, and (2) whether the benefits to such person and society that
would result from such person's release to community supervision
substantially outweigh the benefits to such person and society that
would result from such person's continued incarceration. After
hearing, if the board determines that continued confinement is
necessary, it shall articulate for the record the specific reasons why
such person and the public would not benefit from such person
serving a period of parole supervision while transitioning from
incarceration to the community. The decision of the board under this
subsection shall not be subject to appeal.
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(f) Any person released on parole under this section shall remain in
the custody of the Commissioner of Correction and be subject to
supervision by personnel of the Department of Correction during such
person's period of parole.
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Sec. 4. Section 54-125b of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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(a) A person whose eligibility for parole release is not subject to the
provisions of subsection (b) of section 54-125a, as amended by this act,
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may be allowed to go on parole in accordance with section 54-125a, as
amended by this act, or 54-125g without a parole hearing being
conducted by a panel of the Board of Parole if (1) an employee of the
Board of Parole has reviewed the inmate's case and recommended
parole be granted to such person, and (2) such recommendation has
been approved by at least two members of a panel of the board. A
parole hearing shall be conducted by a panel of the Board of Parole if
the chairperson of the board deems such a hearing to be necessary or if
a victim, as defined in sections 54-201, as amended, and 54-226,
requests such a hearing.
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[(b) No inmate may be released pursuant to the provisions of
subsection (a) of this section if he or she has been convicted of a
violation of section 53a-55, 53a-55a, 53a-56, 53a-56a, 53a-56b, 53a-57,
53a-58, 53a-59, 53a-59a, 53a-70, 53a-70a, 53a-70b, 53a-92, 53a-92a, 53a134 or 53a-196a or has more than three years remaining on his or her
sentence.]
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[(c)] (b) The chairperson of the Board of Parole shall adopt
regulations, in accordance with chapter 54, to establish criteria and
procedures for the administrative review and release of inmates
without a parole hearing as provided in this section.
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Sec. 5. Section 54-125e of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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(a) Any person convicted of a crime committed on or after October
1, 1998, who received a definite sentence of more than two years
followed by a period of special parole shall, at the expiration of the
maximum term or terms of imprisonment imposed by the court, be
automatically transferred [from the custody of the Commissioner of
Correction] to the jurisdiction of the [chairman] chairperson of the
Board of Parole or, if such person has previously been released on
parole pursuant to subsection (a) of section 54-125a, as amended by
this act, or section 54-131a, remain under the jurisdiction of said
[chairman] chairperson until the expiration of the period of special
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parole imposed by the court. The Department of Correction shall be
responsible for the supervision of any person transferred to the
jurisdiction of the chairperson of the Board of Parole under this section
during such person's period of special parole.
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(b) Any person sentenced to a period of special parole shall be
subject to such rules and conditions as may be established by the
Board of Parole or its [chairman] chairperson pursuant to section
54-126.
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(c) The period of special parole shall be not less than one year nor
more than ten years except that such period may be for more than ten
years for a person convicted of a violation of subdivision (2) of section
53-21 of the general statutes in effect prior to October 1, 2000,
subdivision (2) of subsection (a) of section 53-21, section 53a-70,
53a-70a, 53a-70b, 53a-71, 53a-72a or 53a-72b or sentenced as a
persistent dangerous felony offender pursuant to subsection (h) of
section 53a-40 or as a persistent serious felony offender pursuant to
subsection (j) of section 53a-40.
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(d) Whenever a parolee has, in the judgment of such parolee's
parole officer, violated the conditions of his or her special parole, the
board shall cause the parolee to be brought before it without
unnecessary delay for a hearing on the violation charges. At such
hearing, the parolee shall be informed of the manner in which such
parolee is alleged to have violated the conditions of such parolee's
special parole and shall be advised by the employee of the board
conducting the hearing of such parolee's due process rights.
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(e) If such violation is established, the board may: (1) Continue the
sentence of special parole; (2) modify or enlarge the conditions of
special parole; or (3) revoke the sentence of special parole.
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(f) If the board revokes special parole for a parolee, the chairperson
may issue a mittimus for the commitment of such parolee to a
correctional institution for any period not to exceed the unexpired
portion of the period of special parole.
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(g) Whenever special parole has been revoked for a parolee, the
board may, at any time during the unexpired portion of the period of
special parole, allow the parolee to be released again on special parole
without court order.
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Sec. 6. (NEW) (Effective from passage) All parole revocation and
rescission hearings shall be conducted by an employee of the Board of
Parole. The parole of a person who has been allowed to go on parole in
accordance with subsection (a) of section 54-125a of the general
statutes, as amended by this act, or section 54-125g of the general
statutes, or who has been sentenced to a period of special parole in
accordance with subdivision (9) of subsection (b) of section 53a-28 of
the general statutes, shall be revoked or rescinded if, after such
hearing, the employee recommends such revocation or rescission and
such recommendation is approved by at least two members of a panel
of the board.
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Sec. 7. Section 54-97 of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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No person may be committed to [the Connecticut Correctional
Institution, Somers,] a correctional institution or a community
correctional center without a mittimus signed by the judge or clerk of
the court which committed [him] such person or, with respect to a
person sentenced to a period of special parole, signed by the
chairperson of the Board of Parole, declaring the cause of commitment
and requiring the warden or Community Correctional Center
Administrator to receive and keep [him] such person in the
[Correctional Institution, Somers,] correctional institution or the
community correctional center, as the case may be, for the period fixed
by the judgment of said court or said board or until [he] such person is
legally discharged; and such mittimus shall be sufficient authority to
the officer to commit such person, and to the warden or Community
Correctional Center Administrator to receive and hold [him] such
person in custody, except that any community correctional center may
receive any person as provided in section 7-135 without such mittimus.
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Sec. 8. Section 54-128 of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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(a) Any paroled [convict or] inmate who has been returned to the
custody of the Commissioner of Correction or any institution of the
Department of Correction for violation of [his] such inmate's parole
may be retained in [the institution from which he was paroled] a
correctional institution for a period equal to the unexpired portion of
the term of [his] such inmate's sentence at the date of the request or
order for [his] such inmate's return less any commutation or
diminution of [his] such inmate's sentence earned, except that the
Board of Parole may, in its discretion, determine that [he] such inmate
shall forfeit any or all of such earned time, or may be again paroled by
said board.
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(b) Each parolee or inmate, subject to the provisions of section 18-7,
shall be subject to loss of all or any portion of time earned.
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(c) Any person who, during the service of a period of special parole
imposed in accordance with subdivision (9) of subsection (b) of section
53a-28, has been returned to [the custody of the Commissioner of
Correction or] any institution of the Department of Correction for
violation of [his] such person's parole, may be retained in [the
institution from which he was paroled] a correctional institution for a
period equal to the unexpired portion of the period of special parole.
The total length of the term of incarceration and term of special parole
combined shall not exceed the maximum sentence of incarceration
authorized for the offense for which the person was convicted.
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Sec. 9. (NEW) (Effective from passage) Notwithstanding the provisions
of section 54-125a of the general statutes, as amended by this act, the
chairperson of the Board of Parole may transfer to any public or
private nonprofit halfway house, group home or mental health facility
or to an approved community or private residence any person
confined in a correctional institution or facility who has been granted
parole release and is within eighteen months of the parole release date
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established by the board. Any person released from confinement
pursuant to this section shall be transferred to the jurisdiction of the
chairperson of the Board of Parole. Such person shall remain in the
custody of the Commissioner of Correction during the period of such
release and employees of the Department of Correction shall be
responsible for the supervision of such person while such person is
residing at such halfway house, group home, mental health facility or
community or private residence. Such person may, at any time, be
returned to confinement in a correctional facility.
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Sec. 10. (NEW) (Effective from passage) Unless otherwise ordered by
the court, whenever an arrested person charged with the commission of
no crime other than a class D felony or a misdemeanor, except a violation
of section 53a-60a, 53a-60b, 53a-60c, 53a-60d, 53a-72a, 53a-73a or 53a-181c
of the general statutes, is committed by the court to the custody of the
Commissioner of Correction pursuant to section 54-64a of the general
statutes, as amended, the commissioner may release such person to a
residence approved by the Department of Correction subject to such
conditions as the commissioner may impose including, but not limited
to, participation in a substance abuse treatment program and being
subject to electronic monitoring or any other monitoring technology or
services. Any person released pursuant to this section shall remain in the
custody of the commissioner and shall be supervised by employees of
the department during the period of such release. Upon the violation by
such person of any condition of such release, the commissioner may
revoke such release and return such person to confinement in a
correctional facility.

463
464
465

Sec. 11. Section 18-86b of the general statutes, as amended by section
156 of public act 03-6 of the June 30 special session, is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):

466
467
468
469

(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 18-105 to 18-107,
inclusive, the Commissioner of Correction is authorized to improve the
operation of the state's correctional facilities by entering into contracts
with any governmental or private vendor for supervision of not more
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470
471
472
473
474
475

than five hundred inmates outside the state. Any such governmental
or private vendor shall agree to be bound by the provisions of the
Interstate Corrections Compact, and any governmental or privatelyoperated facility to which state inmates are transferred pursuant to a
contract under this subsection shall be located in a state which has
enacted and entered into the Interstate Corrections Compact.

476
477
478
479
480
481
482

(b) (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 18-105 to 18-107,
inclusive, during the fiscal years ending June 30, 2004, and June 30,
2005, the Commissioner of Correction is authorized to improve the
operation of the state's correctional facilities by entering into contracts
in accordance with this subsection with any governmental or private
vendor for the supervision of not more than an additional two
thousand inmates outside the state.

483
484
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494
495
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498

(2) If the governmental vendor with which the commissioner has a
contract under subsection (a) of this section on August 20, 2003, for the
supervision of inmates outside this state is willing to accept additional
inmates for supervision, the Commissioner of Correction may,
notwithstanding the provisions of section 4a-57, enter into a contract
with such governmental vendor for the supervision of such number of
additional inmates as such governmental vendor is willing to accept. If
the commissioner does not enter into such a contract with such
governmental vendor or if, after contracting for the supervision of
additional inmates by such governmental vendor, the number of
inmates authorized to be supervised outside this state under
subdivision (1) of this subsection has not been attained, the
commissioner may enter into contracts with any governmental or
private vendor for the supervision of all or part of the remaining
number of inmates authorized to be supervised outside this state
under said subdivision (1).

499
500
501
502

(3) Any such governmental or private vendor shall agree to be
bound by the provisions of the Interstate Corrections Compact, and
any governmental or privately-operated facility to which state inmates
are transferred pursuant to a contract under this subsection shall be
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503
504

located in a state which has enacted and entered into the Interstate
Corrections Compact.

505
506
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(4) Prior to entering into any contract under this subsection, the
commissioner shall submit such proposed contract to the joint
standing committees of the General Assembly having cognizance of
matters relating to appropriations and the budgets of state agencies
and to the judiciary for their review and comment.

510
511
512
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(c) A state inmate confined in any governmental or privatelyoperated facility pursuant to the terms of any contract with the state
shall at all times be subject to the authority of the Commissioner of
Correction who may at any time remove the inmate for transfer to a
state correctional facility or other institution, for transfer to another
governmental or privately-operated facility, for release on probation or
parole, for discharge or for any other purpose permitted by the laws of
this state.

518
519
520

Sec. 12. Subdivision (1) of subsection (a) of section 18-50 of the
general statutes is repealed and the following is substituted in lieu
thereof (Effective from passage):
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531
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534

(a) (1) Except as provided in subdivision (2) of this subsection, each
person committed to any community correctional center upon
conviction of any criminal offense, and held therein only for the
payment of a fine, shall be discharged from confinement when the
time served by such person at [the rate of fifty dollars a day] a per
diem rate equal to the average daily cost of incarceration as
determined by the Commissioner of Correction amounts to such fine
or the balance thereof remaining unpaid. Such person shall earn an
additional credit of fifty dollars toward such fine or balance thereof
remaining unpaid for each day such person is employed at productive
or maintenance work and has established a satisfactory work record.
In computing the number of days to be served, credit shall be given for
Sundays, holidays and the day of admission. Each person so
committed shall be released during the day following that which
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535
536

completes the time to be served when computed in accordance with
this subdivision, or immediately upon payment of the fine in full.

537
538
539

Sec. 13. Subdivision (1) of subsection (a) of section 18-98d of the
general statutes is repealed and the following is substituted in lieu
thereof (Effective from passage):

540
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(a) (1) Any person who is confined to a community correctional
center or a correctional institution for an offense committed on or after
July 1, 1981, under a mittimus or because such person is unable to
obtain bail or is denied bail shall, if subsequently imprisoned, earn a
reduction of such person's sentence equal to the number of days which
such person spent in such facility from the time such person was
placed in presentence confinement to the time such person began
serving the term of imprisonment imposed; provided (A) each day of
presentence confinement shall be counted only once for the purpose of
reducing all sentences imposed after such presentence confinement;
and (B) the provisions of this section shall only apply to a person for
whom the existence of a mittimus, an inability to obtain bail or the
denial of bail is the sole reason for such person's presentence
confinement, except that if a person is serving a term of imprisonment
at the same time such person is in presentence confinement on another
charge and the conviction for such imprisonment is reversed on
appeal, such person shall be entitled, in any sentence subsequently
imposed, to a reduction based on such presentence confinement in
accordance with the provisions of this section. In the case of a fine,
each day spent in such confinement prior to sentencing shall be
credited against the sentence at [the rate of fifty dollars] a per diem
rate equal to the average daily cost of incarceration as determined by
the Commissioner of Correction.

563
564

Sec. 14. Section 18-87j of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):

565
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There is established a Commission on Prison and Jail Overcrowding
which shall be within the Office of Policy and Management for
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580

administrative purposes only. The commission shall consist of the
Chief Court Administrator, [or his designee,] the Commissioner of
Correction, the Commissioner of Public Safety, the Chief State's
Attorney, [or his designee,] the Chief Public Defender, [or his
designee] the Commissioner of Mental Health and Addiction Services
and the chairperson of the Board of Parole, or their designees, the
executive director of the Court Support Services Division or other
designee of the Chief Court Administrator and the following members,
each of whom shall be appointed by the Governor: Three government
officials, a police chief, two persons representing offender and victim
services within the private community and two public members. The
Governor shall appoint a chairperson from among the members of the
commission. The commission shall meet at such times as it deems
necessary.

581
582
583

Sec. 15. Subsection (b) of section 17b-94 of the general statutes is
repealed and the following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from
passage):
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(b) In the case of an inheritance of an estate by a beneficiary of aid
under the state supplement program, medical assistance program, aid
to families with dependent children program, temporary family
assistance program or state-administered general assistance program,
subject to subsections (b) and (c) of section 17b-93, fifty per cent of the
assets of the estate payable to the beneficiary or the amount of such
assets equal to the amount of assistance paid, whichever is less, shall
be assignable to the state for payment of the amount due under said
section 17b-93. The state shall have a lien against such assets in the
applicable amount specified in this subsection. The Court of Probate
shall accept any such assignment executed by the beneficiary [and] or
any such lien notice if such assignment or lien notice is filed by the
Commissioner of Administrative Services with the court prior to the
distribution of such inheritance, and to the extent of such inheritance
not already distributed, the court shall order distribution in accordance
therewith. If the Commissioner of Administrative Services receives any
assets of an estate pursuant to any such assignment, the commissioner
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601
602

shall be subject to the same duties and liabilities concerning such
assigned assets as the beneficiary.

603
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Sec. 16. Section 18-85 of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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The commissioner, after consultation with the Commissioner of
Administrative Services and the Secretary of the Office of Policy and
Management, shall establish a schedule of compensation for services
performed on behalf of the state by inmates of any institution or
facility of the department. Such schedule shall recognize degrees of
merit, diligence and skill in order to encourage inmate incentive and
industry. Sums so earned shall be deposited, under the direction of the
administrative head of such institution or facility, in a savings bank or
state bank and trust company in this state, and shall be paid to the
inmate on his discharge; but the warden or Community Correctional
Center Administrator may, while the inmate is in custody, disburse
any compensation earned by such [person] inmate in accordance with
the following priorities: (1) Federal taxes due; (2) restitution or
payment of compensation to a crime victim ordered by any court of
competent jurisdiction; (3) payment of a civil judgment rendered in
favor of a crime victim by any court of competent jurisdiction; (4)
victims compensation through the criminal injuries account
administered by the Office of Victim Services; (5) state taxes due; (6)
support of his dependents, if any; (7) his necessary travel expense to
and from work and other incidental expenses; (8) costs of [his board as
determined by the commissioner] such inmate's incarceration under
section 18-85a, as amended by this act, and regulations adopted in
accordance with said section; and (9) payment to the clerk of the court
in which an inmate of a community correctional center, held only for
payment of a fine, was convicted, such portion of such compensation
as is necessary to pay such fine. Any interest that accrues shall be
credited to any institutional fund established for the welfare of
inmates. Compensation under this section shall be in addition to any
compensation received or credited under section 18-50, as amended by
this act.
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635
636
637
638

Sec. 17. Section 18-85a of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage and
applicable to actions or proceedings pending or commenced on or after said
date):

639
640
641
642

(a) The Commissioner of Correction shall adopt regulations, in
accordance with the provisions of chapter 54, concerning the
assessment of inmates of correctional institutions or facilities for the
costs of their incarceration.
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(b) The state shall have a claim against each inmate for the costs of
such inmate's incarceration under this section, and regulations
adopted in accordance with this section, for which the state has not
been reimbursed. Any property owned by such inmate may be used to
satisfy such claim, except property that is: (1) Exempt pursuant to
section 52-352b, as amended, or 52-352d, except as provided in
subsection (b) of section 52-321a, as amended by this act; (2) subject to
the provisions of section 54-218; (3) acquired by such inmate after the
inmate is released from incarceration, but not including property so
acquired that is subject to the provisions of section 18-85b or 18-85c, as
amended by this act, or section 52-367c, and except as provided in
subsection (b) of section 52-321a, as amended by this act; or (4)
acquired by such inmate for work performed during incarceration as
part of a program designated or defined in regulations adopted by the
Commissioner of Correction, in accordance with the provisions of
chapter 54, as a job training, skill development or career opportunity or
enhancement program. In addition to other remedies available at law,
the Attorney General, on request of the Commissioner of Correction,
may bring an action in the superior court for the judicial district of
Hartford to enforce such claim, provided no such action shall be
brought but within two years from the date the inmate is released from
incarceration or, if the inmate dies while in the custody of the
commissioner, within two years from the date of the inmate's death,
except that such limitation period shall not apply if such property was
fraudulently concealed from the state.
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668
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Sec. 18. Section 18-85b of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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(a) In the case of causes of action of any person obligated to pay the
costs of such person’s incarceration under section 18-85a, as amended
by this act, and regulations adopted in accordance with said section
brought by such person within twenty years from the date such person
is released from incarceration, the claim of the state shall be a lien
against the proceeds therefrom in the amount of the costs of
incarceration or fifty per cent of the proceeds received by such person
after payment of all expenses connected with the cause of action,
whichever is less, for repayment under said section, and shall have
priority over all other claims, including any lien of the state for
repayment of public assistance, except (1) attorney's fees for [said
causes] the cause of action, (2) expenses of suit, (3) costs of
hospitalization connected with the cause of action by whomever paid
over and above hospital insurance or other such benefits, and, for such
period of hospitalization as was not paid for by the state, physicians'
fees for services during any such period as are connected with the
cause of action over and above medical insurance or other such
benefits, (4) child support obligations pursuant to subsection (d) of
section 17b-93, (5) restitution or payment of compensation to a crime
victim ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction, and (6) payment of
a civil judgment rendered in favor of a crime victim by a court of
competent jurisdiction; and such claim shall consist of the total amount
of the costs of incarceration under section 18-85a, as amended by this
act, and regulations adopted in accordance with said section. The
proceeds of such causes of action shall be assignable to the state for
payment of the amount due under section 18-85a, as amended by this
act, and regulations adopted in accordance with said section,
irrespective of any other provision of law. The state’s lien shall
constitute an irrevocable direction to the attorney for [the inmate] such
person to pay the Commissioner of Correction or the commissioner's
designee in accordance with its terms, except if, after written notice
from the attorney for [the inmate] such person informing the
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702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709

commissioner or the commissioner's designee of the settlement of the
cause of action or judgment thereon and requesting the amount of the
lien to be paid to the commissioner or the commissioner's designee, the
commissioner or the commissioner's designee does not inform such
attorney of the amount of the state’s lien within forty-five days of
receipt of the written request of such attorney for such information,
such attorney may distribute such proceeds to such [inmate] person
and shall not be liable for any loss the state may sustain thereby.
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(b) In the case of an inheritance of an estate by any person who is
obligated to pay the costs of such person’s incarceration [in accordance
with] under section 18-85a, as amended by this act, and [the]
regulations adopted [under] in accordance with said section that is
received by such person within twenty years from the date such
person is released from incarceration, the claim of the state shall be a
lien against such inheritance in the amount of the costs of incarceration
or fifty per cent of the assets of the estate payable to [the inmate] such
person, whichever is less. The Court of Probate shall accept any such
lien notice filed by the commissioner or the commissioner's designee
with the court prior to the distribution of such inheritance, and to the
extent of such inheritance not already distributed, the court shall order
distribution in accordance therewith.

723
724

Sec. 19. Section 18-85c of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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Upon the death of any person obligated to pay the costs of such
person’s incarceration under section 18-85a, as amended by this act,
and regulations adopted in accordance with said section that occurs
within twenty years from the date such person is released from
incarceration, the state shall have a claim against such person's estate
for all costs of incarceration under the provisions of said section and
such regulations for which the state has not been reimbursed, to the
extent that the amount which the surviving spouse, parent or
dependent children of the decedent would otherwise take from such
estate is not needed for their support. Such claim shall have priority
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over all other unsecured claims against such estate, including any lien
of the state for repayment of public assistance, except (1) expenses of
last sickness not to exceed three hundred seventy-five dollars, (2)
funeral and burial expenses in accordance with that allowed under
section 17b-84 upon the death of a beneficiary of aid, (3) child support
obligations pursuant to subsection (d) of section 17b-93, (4) restitution
or payment of compensation to a crime victim ordered by a court of
competent jurisdiction, (5) payment of a civil judgment rendered in
favor of a crime victim by a court of competent jurisdiction, and (6)
administrative expenses, including probate fees and taxes, and
including fiduciary fees not exceeding the following commissions on
the value of the whole estates accounted for by such fiduciaries: On the
first two thousand dollars or portion thereof, five per cent; on the next
eight thousand dollars or portion thereof, four per cent; on the excess
over ten thousand dollars, three per cent. Upon petition by any
fiduciary, the Court of Probate, after a hearing thereon, may authorize
compensation in excess of the above schedule for extraordinary
services. Notice of any such petition and hearing shall be given to the
Commissioner of Correction at least ten days in advance of such
hearing. The allowable funeral and burial payment authorized by this
section shall be reduced by the amount of any prepaid funeral
arrangement. Any amount paid from the estate under this section to
any person that exceeds the limits provided in this section shall be
repaid to the estate by such person, and such amount may be
recovered in a civil action with interest at the legal rate from the date
of demand.

761
762
763

Sec. 20. Subsection (b) of section 18-101 of the general statutes is
repealed and the following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from
passage):

764
765
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(b) On granting privileges to any person under section 18-90b or 18100, the commissioner or his designee shall disburse any compensation
earned by such person in accordance with the following priorities: (1)
Federal taxes due; (2) restitution or payment of compensation to a
crime victim ordered by any court of competent jurisdiction; (3)
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payment of a civil judgment rendered in favor of a crime victim by any
court of competent jurisdiction; (4) victims compensation through the
criminal injuries account administered by the Office of Victim Services;
(5) state taxes due; (6) support of his dependents, if any; (7) his
necessary travel expense to and from work and other incidental
expenses; and (8) costs of [his board as determined by said
commissioner] such person's incarceration under section 18-85a, as
amended by this act, and regulations adopted in accordance with said
section, and the commissioner shall pay any balance remaining to such
person upon his discharge. Each person gainfully self-employed shall
pay to the commissioner the costs of [his board, as determined by said
commissioner] such person's incarceration under section 18-85a, as
amended by this act, and regulations adopted in accordance with said
section, and on default in payment thereof his participation under
section 18-100 shall be revoked.
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Sec. 21. Subsection (b) of section 52-321a of the general statutes, as
amended by section 119 of public act 03-19, is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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(b) Nothing in this section shall impair the rights of an alternate
payee under a qualified domestic relations order, as defined in Section
414(p) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, or any subsequent
corresponding internal revenue code of the United States, as from time
to time amended. Nothing in this section or in subsection (m) of
section 52-352b shall impair the rights of the state to proceed under
section 52-361a, as amended, to recover the costs of incarceration
under section 18-85a, as amended by this act, and regulations adopted
in accordance with section 18-85a, as amended by this act, from any
federal, state or municipal pension, annuity or insurance contract or
similar arrangement described in subdivision (5) of subsection (a) of
this section, provided the rights of an alternate payee under a qualified
domestic relations order, as defined in Section 414(p) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, or any subsequent corresponding internal
revenue code of the United States, as from time to time amended, shall
take precedence over any such recovery. Nothing in this section or in
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803
804
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subsection (m) of section 52-352b shall impair the rights of a victim of
crime to proceed under section 52-361a, as amended, to recover
damages awarded by a court of competent jurisdiction from any
federal, state or municipal pension, annuity or insurance contract or
similar arrangement described in subdivision (5) of subsection (a) of
this section when such damages are the result of a crime committed by
a participant or beneficiary of such pension, annuity or insurance
contract or similar arrangement, [;] provided the rights of an alternate
payee under a qualified domestic relations order, as defined in Section
414(p) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, or any subsequent
corresponding internal revenue code of the United States, as from time
to time amended, shall take precedence over any such recovery.
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Sec. 22. (Effective from passage) The Legislative Program Review and
Investigations Commission shall conduct a study to: (1) Determine the
impact, if any, of laws requiring the imposition of a mandatory
minimum sentence on the demand for prison beds in this state, (2)
evaluate the actual versus the intended impact of mandatory
minimum sentences on the overall sentencing policy of the state, and
(3) estimate the cost of mandatory minimum sentences and proposed
sentencing changes. The committee shall submit its findings and
recommendations to the joint standing committee on the judiciary not
later than January 1, 2006.

825
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Sec. 23. Section 17a-696 of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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(a) The provisions of this section shall not apply to any person
charged with a violation of section 14-227a, as amended, or 53a-60d or
with a class A, B or C felony or to any person who was twice
previously ordered treated under this section, subsection (i) of section
17-155y, section 19a-386 or section 21a-284 of the general statutes
revised to 1989, or any combination thereof. The court may waive the
ineligibility provisions of this subsection for any person.

834

(b) The court may order suspension of prosecution and order
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835
836
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838
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treatment for alcohol or drug dependency as provided in this section
and sections 17a-697 and 17a-698 if it, after considering information
before it concerning the alcohol or drug dependency of the person,
including the examination report made pursuant to the provisions of
section 17a-694, finds that (1) the accused person was an alcoholdependent or drug-dependent person at the time of the crime, (2) the
person presently needs and is likely to benefit from treatment for the
dependency, and (3) suspension of prosecution will advance the
interests of justice. Treatment may begin no earlier than the date the
clinical examiner reports under the provisions of section 17a-694 that
space is available in a treatment program.
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(c) A suspension of prosecution ordered under the provisions of
subsection (b) of this section may be for a period not exceeding two
years. During the period of suspension, an accused person shall be
placed in the custody of the Court Support Services Division for
treatment for alcohol or drug dependency. The court or the Court
Support Services Division may require that the person (1) comply with
any of the conditions specified in subsections (a) and (b) of section 53a30, as amended, and (2) be tested for use of alcohol or drugs during the
period of suspension. The accused person shall, unless indigent, pay
the cost of treatment ordered under this section.
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(d) If prosecution is suspended under the provisions of subsection
(b) of this section, (1) the statute of limitations applicable to the crime
charged shall be tolled during the period of suspension, and (2) the
accused person shall be deemed to have waived [his] such accused
person's right to a speedy trial for the crime charged.
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(e) The court shall not suspend prosecution under subsection (b) of
this section unless (1) the accused person has acknowledged that he or
she understands the consequences of the suspension of prosecution, (2)
the accused person has given notice, by registered or certified mail on
a form prescribed by the Chief Court Administrator, to the victim, if
any, of the crime of which the person is accused and of the pending
motion for suspension of prosecution, (3) such victim, if [he exists] any,
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has been given an opportunity to be heard on the motion for
suspension of prosecution, and (4) the accused person, unless [he] such
accused person is indigent, has paid to the clerk of the court an
administration fee of twenty-five dollars.
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(f) If the prosecution is suspended, the person shall be released on a
written promise to appear or on a bond and any other bond posted in
any criminal proceeding concerning such person shall be terminated.
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(g) If the court denies the motion for suspension of prosecution, the
state's attorney may proceed with prosecution of the crime.
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(h) A person shall be deemed to be indigent for the purposes of this
section if the court determines the person has an estate insufficient to
provide for [his] the person's support or there is no other person
legally liable or able to support [him] the person.
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Sec. 24. (NEW) (Effective from passage) Any child who is arrested and
held in a detention center, an alternative detention center or a police
station or courthouse lockup prior to the disposition of a juvenile
matter shall, if subsequently convicted as delinquent by the Superior
Court and sentenced to a period of probation, earn a reduction of such
child's period of probation, including any extensions thereof, equal to
the number of days that such child spent in such detention center or
lockup.
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Sec. 25. (Effective from passage) The Legislative Program Review and
Investigations Committee and the Office of Fiscal Analysis shall
review the implementation of this act and measure the effects thereof
including, but not limited to, the effect on prison population, the cost
savings generated and the extent to which such savings are reinvested
in improving community safety and ensuring the successful transition
of ex-offenders to the community. Not later than January 1, 2006, and
January 1, 2008, the committee shall report its findings to the joint
standing committees of the General Assembly having cognizance of
matters relating to appropriations and the budgets of state agencies
and to the judiciary.
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Sec. 26. (Effective from passage) (a) Not later than October 15, 2004, the
Judicial Branch shall submit to the joint standing committees of the
General Assembly having cognizance of matters relating to
appropriations and the budgets of state agencies and to the judiciary, a
plan to reduce by at least twenty per cent the number of incarcerations
resulting from technical violations of conditions of probation, which
shall include an estimate of the cost of implementation. In the event
that funding is provided to the Judicial Branch for this purpose, the
Judicial Branch shall implement the plan and shall, not later than
August 15, 2005, report to said committees the results of the
implementation of the plan.
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(b) Not later than October 15, 2004, the Board of Parole and the
Department of Correction shall submit to the joint standing
committees of the General Assembly having cognizance of matters
relating to appropriations and the budgets of state agencies and to the
judiciary, a plan to reduce by at least twenty per cent the number of
incarcerations resulting from technical violations of conditions of
parole, which shall include an estimate of the cost of implementation.
In the event that funding is provided to the Board of Parole or
Department of Correction for this purpose, the Board of Parole and the
Department of Correction shall implement the plan and shall, not later
than August 15, 2005, report to said committees the results of the
implementation of the plan.
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Sec. 27. (Effective from passage) To implement the provisions of
section 54 of public act 03-1 of the June 30 special session, the
Department of Correction shall, not later than October 1, 2004, issue a
request for proposals for a Community Justice Center. Such request for
proposals shall require such facility to have a capacity of not less than
five hundred beds, be located in the city of Hartford and be operated
by a not-for-profit corporation that is exempt from taxation under
Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, or any
subsequent corresponding internal revenue code of the United States,
as from time to time amended, and has experience in operating such a
facility. Each corporation submitting a proposal in response to such
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request for proposals must have a site acceptable for use as a
Community Justice Center as of the due date for the submission of
such proposal.
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Sec. 28. (NEW) (Effective from passage) (a) The Board of Parole may
grant a compassionate parole release to any inmate serving any
sentence of imprisonment, except an inmate convicted of a capital
felony, as defined in section 53a-54b of the general statutes, if it finds
that such inmate (1) is so physically or mentally debilitated,
incapacitated or infirm as a result of advanced age or as a result of a
condition, disease or syndrome that is not terminal as to be physically
incapable of presenting a danger to society, and (2) (A) has served not
less than one-half of such inmate's definite or aggregate sentence, or
(B) has served not less than one-half of such inmate's remaining
definite or aggregate sentence after commutation of the original
sentence by the Board of Pardons.
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(b) Any person granted a compassionate parole release pursuant to
this section shall be released subject to such terms and conditions as
may be established by the Board of Parole and shall be supervised by
the Department of Correction.
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Sec. 29. (NEW) (Effective from passage) (a) The Departments of
Correction, Mental Health and Addiction Services and Social Services
and the Labor Department, the Board of Parole and the Judicial Branch
shall collaborate to develop and implement a comprehensive reentry
strategy that provides a continuum of custody, care and control for
offenders who are discharged from the custody of the Department of
Correction and assists in maintaining the prison population at or
under the authorized bed capacity. The reentry strategy shall support
the rights of victims, protect the public and promote the successful
transition of offenders from incarceration to the community.
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(b) The success of the reentry strategy shall be measured by: (1) The
rates of recidivism and community revictimization, (2) the number of
inmates eligible for release on parole, transitional supervision,
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probation or any other release program, (3) the number of inmates
who make the transition from incarceration to the community in
compliance with a discharge plan, (4) prison bed capacity ratios, (5) the
adequacy of the network of community-based treatment, vocational,
educational, supervision and other services and programs, and (6) the
reinvestment of any savings achieved through a reduction in prison
population into reentry and community-based services and programs.
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(c) Not later than January 1, 2005, and annually thereafter, the
Department of Correction shall submit a report, in accordance with the
provisions of section 11-4a of the general statutes, on the success of the
reentry strategy based on the measures set forth in subsection (b) of
this section to the joint standing committees of the General Assembly
having cognizance of matters relating to corrections, public safety and
appropriations and the budgets of state agencies.
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Sec. 30. Subsection (e) of section 18-100 of the general statutes is
repealed and the following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from
passage):
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(e) If the Commissioner of Correction deems that the purposes of
this section may thus be more effectively carried out, [he] the
commissioner may transfer any person from one correctional
institution to another or to any public or private nonprofit halfway
house, group home or mental health facility [with the concurrence of
the warden, superintendent or person in charge of the facility to which
said person is being transferred] or, after satisfactory participation in a
residential program, to any approved community or private residence.
Any inmate so transferred shall remain under the jurisdiction of said
commissioner.
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Sec. 31. Section 18-101a of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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The Commissioner of Correction at [his] the commissioner's
discretion may extend the limits of the place of confinement of [a
prisoner] an inmate as to whom there is reasonable belief he or she will
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honor his or her trust, by authorizing [him] the inmate under
prescribed conditions to visit a specifically designated place or places,
within or without the state, for periods not exceeding [fifteen] thirty
days and return to the same or another institution or facility. Such
periods may be renewed at the discretion of the commissioner. Such
furlough may be granted only to permit a visit to a dying relative,
attendance at the funeral of a relative, the obtaining of medical services
not otherwise available, the contacting of prospective employers, or for
any compelling reason consistent with rehabilitation. Any inmate who
fails to return from furlough as provided in the furlough agreement
shall be guilty of the crime of escape in the first degree.
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Sec. 32. Section 54-124c of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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Notwithstanding any provision of the general statutes, [on and after
July 1, 1994, the Board of Parole] the Department of Correction shall be
responsible for the supervision of all persons released from
confinement in a correctional institution or facility into the community,
[except persons released pursuant to section 18-100c,] until their
sentence to the custody of the Commissioner of Correction is
completed.
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Sec. 33. Section 18-81 of the general statutes is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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The Commissioner of Correction shall administer, coordinate and
control the operations of the department and shall be responsible for
the overall supervision and direction of all institutions, facilities and
activities of the department. [He] The commissioner shall establish
rules for the administrative practices and custodial and rehabilitative
methods of said institutions and facilities in accordance with
recognized correctional standards. [He] The commissioner shall
establish, develop and maintain noninstitutional, community-based
service programs. [He] The commissioner shall be responsible for the
supervision of persons released on parole by the Board of Parole and
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shall act as administrator of the Interstate Compact for Adult Offender
Supervision. The commissioner shall be responsible for establishing
disciplinary, diagnostic, classification, treatment, vocational and
academic education, research and statistics, training and development
services and programs throughout the department. Subject to the
provisions of chapter 67, the commissioner shall appoint such
professional, technical and other personnel as may be necessary for the
efficient operation of the department. The commissioner shall organize
and operate interinstitutional programs for the development and
training of institution and facility staffs. [He] The commissioner shall
provide for the services of such chaplains as are necessary to minister
to the needs of the inmates of department institutions and facilities.
[He] The commissioner shall, within available appropriations for such
purpose, arrange for provision of legal assistance of a civil nature to
indigent inmates of department institutions and facilities and legal
representation for such inmates before administrative boards where
permitted or constitutionally required.
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Sec. 34. Section 18-87k of the general statutes, as amended by section
159 of public act 03-6 of the June 30 special session, is repealed and the
following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective from passage):
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(a) The commission shall: (1) Develop and recommend policies for
preventing prison and jail overcrowding; (2) examine the impact of
statutory provisions and current administrative policies on prison and
jail overcrowding and recommend legislation to the Governor and the
General Assembly; (3) annually prepare and distribute a
comprehensive state criminal justice plan for preventing prison and jail
overcrowding which shall include, but not be limited to, the number of
persons currently involved in pretrial and postsentencing options
predominantly provided through community-based agencies which
minimize the number of persons requiring incarceration consistent
with protection of public safety, including mediation, restitution,
supervisory release and community service plans and the impact on
prison populations, local communities and court caseloads. The
commission shall take into account any state plans in the related areas
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of mental health and drug and alcohol abuse in the development of
such plan. The commission shall take into account the report of the
findings and recommendations of the Alternatives to Incarceration
Advisory Committee established under section 158 of [this act] public
act 03-6 of the June 30 special session in the development of the plan.
The plan shall be submitted annually to the Governor and General
Assembly on or before January fifteenth; (4) research and gather
relevant statistical data and other information concerning the impact of
efforts to prevent prison and jail overcrowding and make such
information available to criminal justice agencies and members of the
General Assembly.
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(b) The commission shall establish a subcommittee on corrections
behavioral health composed of the Commissioner of Correction, the
Commissioner of Mental Health and Addiction Services and a
representative of The University of Connecticut Health Center having
responsibility for the administration of the contract with the
Department of Correction concerning the provision of health care
services to inmates of the department. The subcommittee shall make
recommendations to the commission concerning the provision of
behavioral health services to inmates of the Department of Correction.
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Sec. 35. (Effective July 1, 2004) Sections 18-24a, as amended, 18-27, 1828 and 18-29 of the general statutes are repealed.
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Sec. 36. (Effective from passage) Section 21a-283a of the general
statutes is repealed.
This act shall take effect as follows:
Section 1
Sec. 2
Sec. 3
Sec. 4
Sec. 5
Sec. 6
Sec. 7

July 1, 2004
July 1, 2004
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
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Sec. 8
Sec. 9
Sec. 10
Sec. 11
Sec. 12
Sec. 13
Sec. 14
Sec. 15
Sec. 16
Sec. 17
Sec. 18
Sec. 19
Sec. 20
Sec. 21
Sec. 22
Sec. 23
Sec. 24
Sec. 25
Sec. 26
Sec. 27
Sec. 28
Sec. 29
Sec. 30
Sec. 31
Sec. 32
Sec. 33
Sec. 34
Sec. 35
Sec. 36

File No. 703

from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage and applicable to actions or proceedings
pending or commenced on or after said date
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
from passage
July 1, 2004
from passage
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The following fiscal impact statement and bill analysis are prepared for the benefit of members of the
General Assembly, solely for the purpose of information, summarization, and explanation, and do not
represent the intent of the General Assembly or either House thereof for any purpose:

OFA Fiscal Note
State Impact:
Agency Affected
Criminal Justice Agencies

Fund-Effect
GF - Net Impact

FY 05 $
Significant
Savings

FY 06 $
Significant
Savings

Note: GF=General Fund

Municipal Impact: None
Explanation
Passage of the bill results in significant costs and savings primarily
related to increasing the supervision of offenders in the community
and decreasing the incarceration of certain offenders. Because annual
costs associated with supervising offenders in the community is less
expensive than annual incarceration costs, the net impact of the bill
would be significant savings. Many of the bill’s provisions seek to
increase the pool of those eligible for parole. In addition, the bill
establishes various methods of reducing recidivism that would
potentially enhance anticipated savings.
The bill makes various policy and statutory changes within the
criminal justice system including:
(1) Creates a new Board of Pardons and Paroles (BPP);
(2) Modifies standards for special parole, parole releases and
eligibility and the administrative parole process;
(3) Specifies the authority of the Board of Parole and the
Department of Correction (DOC) regarding the release of
inmates to the community;
(4) Requires that contracts to send inmates out of state be submitted
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to the Legislature;
(5) Increases the daily credit earned by incarcerated inmates toward
the payment of a fine or bail;
(6) Adds the Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services
(DMHAS) to the Prison and Jail Overcrowding Commission
(PJOC);
(7) Makes technical changes to provisions and establishes time
limitations regarding liens on offenders’ inheritances, wages,
pensions and property;
(8) Makes technical adjustments to provisions authorizing the court
to divert alcohol- and drug-dependent offenders to treatment
programs;
(9) Establishes pre-trial served credit for juvenile offenders;
(10)
Legislature to track the bill’s results;

Requires

the

(11)
Requires
the
Judicial Department, DOC, and BPP to develop plans to reduce
their technical violators population by 20%;
(12)
Requires DOC
request proposals from nonprofit providers for 500-bed
Community Justice Center;
(13)
Authorizes
“compassionate parole” for certain offenders; and
(14)
Requires
various agencies to develop and implement a comprehensive
community re-entry strategy for offenders.
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FISCAL IMPACT BY SECTION
Section 1 of the bill merges the Board of Pardons and Board of
Parole into the new Board of Pardons and Paroles (BPP).1 The bill
provides that the board would consist of a total of 13 members with 8
being assigned to Parole and 5 assigned to Pardons. The bill also
requires the BPP chairman to appoint an executive director and that
the board conduct pardons hearings at least four times per year.
Passage of these provisions would result in costs of $100,000 –
$120,000. These costs include $75,000 - $85,000 for an executive
director and $25,000 - $35,000 for additional pardons hearings.2
Section 2, which would not result in any fiscal impact, authorizes a
name change throughout the statutes from the Board of Pardons or
Board of Parole to the new Board of Pardons and Paroles.
Section 3 of the bill does the following: (1) prohibits parole for those
convicted of 1st degree aggravated sexual assault;3 (2) permits parole
for certain offenders convicted crimes involving firearms w/in 1,500
feet of school; and (3) establishes a conditional parole release policy.4
There are currently 300 offenders in DOC custody that have served
75% of their sentence but have yet to be paroled. If these offenders or
some portion were granted conditional parole, there would be a
savings to DOC offset by the cost of additional community supervision
staff.
The annual cost per parolee is about $5,000 (including
community programming) and the annual cost per DOC inmate is
$26,000.5 Thus, there is an annual savings of about $20,000 to
The new board would be within DOC for administrative purposes only.
The current Board of Pardons meets twice per year and has a budget of $37,434.
3 There are currently 40 inmates in DOC custody with a primary offense of
aggravated sexual assault.
4 Under the proposal, inmates eligible for parole after serving 50% of their sentence
would be granted a conditional parole release after serving 75% and inmates and
inmates eligible for parole after serving 85% of their sentence would be granted a
conditional parole release after serving 85%.
5 This is based on average parole officer caseload of 60 parolees.
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supervise an offender in the community as opposed to incarceration.
The average length of all sentences is about 3 years or 36 months. If
100 offenders were conditionally released to parole after completion of
75% of their sentences, there would be a total savings of 27,400 bed
days. The corresponding annual savings would be about $2 million.
Similarly, the annual cost to supervise these offenders on parole would
be $500,000. Hence, there would be a net savings of $1.5 million. 6
Implementation of the above proposal depends in part on
coordination with the courts, corrections, and parole. In addition,
implementation would require the reallocation of some resources to
create community-based programs and supervision for the increased
numbers of parolees. Furthermore, sustained savings would have to
be achieved through the closing of existing facilities.
Section 4 of the bill extends parole to certain offenders (prohibited
under current law) including those convicted of manslaughter, 1st
degree assault, 1st degree robbery and kidnapping. There are currently
about 3,000 offenders (sentenced and unsentenced) in DOC custody
that fall into these categories. In addition, the bill permits parole for
offenders with more than 3 years remaining on their sentence. To the
extent that these provisions result in more offenders being supervised
in the community and less incarceration, passage of the bill would
result in a net savings.
Section 5, which would not result in any fiscal impact, makes
technical adjustments to the special parole laws.
Section 6 of the bill requires the implementation of an
administrative hearing process for revocations and rescissions. The
Board of Parole takes full panel action on about 2,000 hearings and
administratively acts on another 2,000. Approximately, half of the full
panel actions involve revocations and rescissions. To the extent that
Currently, DOC and Parole consider over 3,000 offenders per month for community
supervision.
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this provision increases the parole grant rate of the board, passage of
the bill would result in net savings.7
Sections 7 and 8 make technical adjustments to the parole laws that
are not anticipated to result in any fiscal impact.
Section 9 authorizes DOC to transfer certain offenders who have
been granted parole and are within 18 months of their parole release
date to approved community programs and residences.
Approximately, 1,400 offenders are released to parole per year. If the
time spent in a correctional facility were reduced for these offenders as
a result of this provision, net savings would result.
Section 10 authorizes pre-trial release of certain offenders charged
with a class D felony or misdemeanor to the community. There are
currently 18,700 inmates in DOC custody and 23% are unsentenced.
Of these 4,300 offenders, there are 1,200 (sentenced and unsentenced)
offenders in DOC custody that meet the specifications of this
provision. To the extent that this provision results in more offenders
being supervised in the community and less incarceration, passage of
the bill would result in a net savings.
Section 11 authorizes DOC to enter into a contract to send an
additional 2,000 inmates out of state. Passage of the bill could result in
annual significant savings of about $18.25 million. Connecticut
currently has a contract with the State of Virginia to house 500
offenders. The cost to house inmates in Virginia is approximately
$25/day less than the cost to house these same offenders in state.
Section 12 and 13 increase daily credit earned by inmates toward
fines and bail to the average daily cost of incarceration.8 The number
of offenders that would be impacted by this provision is unknown at
this time. However, to the extent that passage of the bill results in
From February 2003 to February 2004, the average grant rates for full panel
hearings and administrative hearings are about 88% and 79% respectively.
8 The current average daily cost of incarceration is $75 and current law provides that
a person receive $50 per day for time spent in prison.
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offenders being released to the community earlier than what the
current law provides there would be savings. There are currently 283
offenders serving sentences for fines valued at approximately $233,835.
At $50/day, the number of bed days would be about 4,677. At
$75/day, the number of bed days would be 3,118 bed days, which is a
difference of over 1,559 bed days.9
Section 14, which would not result in the need for additional
resources, adds DMHAS and the Board of Parole to PJOC.
Section 15 allows the state to place liens on the inheritance assets of
persons receiving state aid. Current law provides that 50% of such
assets are assignable to the state to recover costs of incarceration.
Passage of the bill could result in significant revenue gain.
Sections 16 and 20 make technical changes to provisions regarding
disbursement of inmate wages. Passage of these provisions would not
result in any fiscal impact.
Sections 17 through 19 and 21 establish certain limits on offenders’
property, lawsuit proceeds, inheritances, pensions and estates that the
state can place liens on to seek reimbursement for incarceration costs.
Passage of the bill would result in a potential revenue loss.
Section 22 allows the court to order suspension of prosecution and
treatment for alcohol or drug dependency if the court makes certain
findings concerning a defendant (effective July 1, 2004).10 This option
would be available to the court even where a defendant had been
ordered to treatment twice prior. This change could divert up to 450
people from prison and into treatment programs annually. The
The average daily inmate cost is $72/day but when fringe benefit and debt service
costs are included, the cost rises to $96/day.
10 The court must find that the accused person was an alcohol-dependent or
drug-dependent person at the time of the crime, and the person needs and is likely to
benefit from treatment. Prosecution cannot be suspended for a defendant who is
charged with a class A, B or C felony, operating a motor vehicle while under the
influence of drugs or alcohol, or who was twice previously ordered to be treated
under CGS Section 17a-696.
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potential state savings from reducing prison admissions under this
provision, net treatment and supervision costs described below, is
estimated to be greater than $1 million annually beginning in FY 05.
Although some or all of these clients may be referred for treatment
under DMHAS, it is not known how many of these clients actually will
receive services. The DMHAS service system, for both inpatient and
outpatient services, is currently operating at capacity, with lengthy
waiting lists for services. However, given the current service cost
structure, it is likely that DMHAS will incur significant costs for any
additional clients who do receive services due to the provisions of this
bill. The Judicial Department may also provide for treatment of clients
and community supervision under this provision in the bill. Passage
of this provision would result in significant costs.
Section 23 provides that any juvenile who is arrested and held at
various state-owned and operated or contracted facilities earn a
reduction in any subsequent period of probation imposed that is equal
to the number of days spent in said facilities. There are approximately
2,500 juveniles on probation on any day. The number of those who
were previously held in secure facilities is unknown at this time, but
could be substantial. A decrease to the average length of supervision
would reduce the caseload of juvenile probation officers and could
result in savings for various contracted services.
Section 24 requires the legislature’s Program Review and
Investigation Committee and Office of Fiscal Analysis to track the
outcomes of the bill. Passage of this provision would not result in the
need for additional resources.
Section 25 requires the Judicial Branch, the Board of Parole and
DOC to develop plans to reduce the number of incarcerations due to
technical violations of probation by 20%. Development of these plans
that are to include cost estimates would not result in the need for
additional resources. It should be noted that about 10% of DOC’s
sentenced population (2,000 inmates) has an offense status of violation
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of probation. To the extent that the implementation of the plans
reduces the prison population, there would be significant savings.
Section 26 requires DOC to request proposals from nonprofit
providers for a 500-bed Community Justice Center in Hartford. To the
extent that private for-profit corporations would provide services at a
lower rate, passage of this provision would result in costs.
Section 27 authorizes compassionate parole for certain offenders.
As this provision is not anticipated to affect many offenders, passage
would result in a minimal fiscal impact.
Section 28 requires various agencies to develop and implement
comprehensive re-entry strategies. While the precise impact of this
provision is uncertain, the implementation of the strategies could
result in potential significant costs and savings.
Section 29 authorizes DOC to transfer inmates on work or
education release to approved private or community residences after
successful participation in a residential program. Passage of this
provision is anticipated to have a minimal impact.
Section 30 increases, from 15 to 30 days, the length of time DOC can
release an inmate on furlough in certain circumstances. This section is
not anticipated to result in any fiscal impact.
Section 31 and 32 repeal certain statutory provisions as relevant to
the previous sections of the bill. There is no fiscal impact.
House Amendment “A” makes the following changes: (1) specifies
that the Board of Pardons and Paroles (BPP) will be within DOC for
administrative purposes only; (2) clarifies the authority and
jurisdiction of the BPP and DOC with regard to certain offenders
released from confinement; and (3) requires that the Legislative
Program Review and Investigation Committee conduct a study on the
imposition and impact of mandatory minimum sentences. Passage of
the amendment would not result in any fiscal impact.
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House Amendment “B” specifies that the state is prohibited from
recovering the costs of incarceration from work performed by inmates
as part of certain programs during their confinement. Passage of the
amendment reduces potential revenue gain.11
House Amendment “C” requires that the Prison and Jail
Overcrowding Commission establish a subcommittee on corrections
behavioral health composed of the commissioners of Correction and
Mental Health and Addiction Services and a representative of the
University of Connecticut Health Center. Passage of the amendment
would not result in the need for additional resources.
House Amendment “D” eliminates the provision of the bill that
allows the court to deviate from the mandatory minimum sentences
for certain nonviolent offenses. The fiscal note on the original bill
indicated savings from this provision due to a decrease in the number
of incarceration bed days.12 The average daily inmate cost is about $74.
Passage of the amendment would reduce the savings in the bill.

According to the Attorney General, the state has collected about $2 million in the
last 5 years related to recovering prison costs.
12 About half of the 1,300 inmates currently serving mandatory minimum sentences
in the Department of Correction are for nonviolent offenses.
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OLR BILL ANALYSIS
sHB 5211 (as amended by House “A”, “B”, “C”, and “D”)*
AN ACT CONCERNING PRISON OVERCROWDING
SUMMARY:
This bill combines the Board of Pardons and Board of Parole into the
Board of Pardons and Paroles, makes a number of changes related to
parole, allows the board and Department of Correction (DOC) to
transfer certain inmates to facilities other than prisons under certain
circumstances, and alters a number of release provisions that apply to
parole and DOC.
The bill removes the court’s discretion to depart from a mandatory
minimum sentence for certain drug crimes under certain
circumstances.
The bill sets rules for Board of Pardons and Paroles membership and
hearings, makes the board chairman the executive and administrative
head of the board (the DOC commissioner currently heads the Board
of Parole), creates an executive director who has many of the
responsibilities currently assigned to the DOC commissioner, and
requires certain regulations. The bill makes the Board of Pardons and
Paroles part of DOC for administrative purposes only, specifies the
board’s independent decision-making authority, and makes DOC
responsible for supervising parolees.
The bill makes a number of changes regarding parole. It:
1. requires a parole hearing for someone who is (a) eligible for release
after serving 50% of his sentence but has not been released after
serving 75% of his sentence or (b) eligible for release after serving
85% of his sentence when he reaches the 85% mark;
2. changes eligibility for administrative parole;
3. allows the board chairman to transfer inmates granted parole to a
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halfway house, group home, mental health facility, or an approved
community or private residence within 18 months of their parole
release date;
4. allows an inmate to receive a compassionate parole release under
certain circumstances;
5. requires a board employee to conduct parole revocation and
rescission hearings;
6. requires the board chairman and executive director to consult with
DOC to develop a parole orientation program;
7. requires the board chairman and executive director to create an
incremental sanctions system for parole violations; and
8. requires a hearing on a violation of special parole.
The bill requires development of (1) plans to reduce by at least 20% the
number of incarcerations due to technical violations of the conditions
of probation or parole and (2) a comprehensive reentry strategy.
The bill requires the board to create an administrative pardons process
for certain people.
It makes a number of changes regarding DOC’s options with inmates.
It:
1. allows DOC, unless the court orders otherwise, to release people
charged only with a misdemeanor or most class D felonies who are
committed by the court to DOC to a DOC-approved residence;
2. requires DOC to issue a request for proposals for a community
justice center in Hartford;
3. authorizes DOC to transfer an inmate on work or education release
to an approved community or private residence if he already
participated satisfactorily in a residential program;
4. increases, from 15 to 30 days, the length of time DOC can release an
inmate on furlough to visit a dying relative, attend a relative’s
funeral, get otherwise unavailable medical services, contact
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prospective employers, or for other compelling reasons consistent
with rehabilitation; and
5. requires DOC, which is authorized to contract to send an additional
2,000 inmates out-of-state, to submit that contract to the
Appropriations and Judiciary committees for review and comment
before entering the contract.
The bill also:
1. allows someone to participate in the alcohol and drug dependency
diversion program twice, instead of once, if he is otherwise eligible;
2. changes a number of provisions on recovering the costs of an
inmate’s incarceration, including making additional types of
property subject to the state’s claim but excluding others such as
property acquired for work performed during incarceration as part
of a program designated or defined in regulation by DOC as job
training, skill development, a career opportunity, or an
enhancement program;
3. changes the credit that a person receives toward payment of a fine
from $50 a day to the average daily cost of incarceration when he is
held (a) only for payment of a fine or (b) in pre-sentence
confinement;
4. gives a child arrested and held in a juvenile matter credit toward
his probation sentence for time spent in certain facilities;
5. creates a subcommittee on corrections behavioral health in the
Prison and Jail Overcrowding Commission (PJOC) and alters the
commission membership; and
6. requires studies (a) by the Legislative Program Review and
Investigations Committee (LPRIC) and the Office of Fiscal Analysis
of the bill’s implementation and effects and (b) by LPRIC of the
impact and costs of mandatory minimum sentences.
The bill makes a number of other minor and technical changes.
*House Amendment “A” makes the Board of Pardons and Paroles part
of DOC for administrative purposes only, specifies the board’s
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independent decision-making authority and makes DOC responsible
for supervising parolees, puts parolees under the jurisdiction rather
than custody and control of a board panel, requires the board and
DOC commissioner to exercise discretion to change the limits of a
parolee’s residence, sets standards for assessing suitability for parole
release at certain required hearings, requires commitment of a parolee
to a correctional institution rather than to DOC custody if the board
revokes special parole, requires a study of mandatory minimum
sentences, specifies that DOC is responsible for supervising parolees
and administering the Interstate Compact for Adult Offender
Supervision , and makes technical changes.
*House Amendment “B” excludes from the state’s claim for costs of an
inmate’s incarceration property acquired for work performed during
incarceration as part of a program designated or defined in DOC
regulations as job training, skill development, a career opportunity, or
an enhancement program.
*House Amendment “C” adds the provision on a behavioral health
subcommittee within the PJOC.
*House Amendment “D” deletes provisions allowing departures from
certain mandatory minimum sentences and repeals the provisions in
current law on departing from mandatory minimum sentences for
certain drug crimes.
EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon passage, except the provisions on creating
the Board of Pardons and Paroles, administrative pardons regulations,
incremental sanctions system, and parole orientation program are
effective July 1, 2004.
BOARD OF PARDONS AND PAROLES (§§ 1-2, 32, 33, 35)
Under current law, the Board of Pardons and Board of Parole are part
of DOC. The bill combines these boards into the Board of Pardons and
Paroles and makes the new board part of DOC for administrative
purposes only. It makes DOC responsible for supervising parolees
transferred to the new board’s jurisdiction. It specifies that DOC is
responsible for supervising parolees and administering the Interstate
Compact for Adult Offender Supervision.
The bill gives the board independent decision-making authority to (1)
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grant or deny parole or special parole, (2) set parole and special parole
supervision conditions, (3) rescind or revoke parole or special parole,
and (4) grant releases and commute punishments including the death
penalty.
Beginning October 1, 2004, the new board consists of 13 members
appointed by the governor with the consent of either house of the
General Assembly (under current law, the Board of Parole has 15
members and the Board of Pardons has five members appointed in this
manner).
The bill ends the terms of members of the Parole Board on September
30, 2004. New members serve for the length of the governor’s term.
Under current law, the Parole Board chairman and vice-chairman
serve for the length of the governor’s term and until a successor is
appointed, members serve four-year terms, and Pardons Board
members serve six years.
Like the Parole Board members under current law, members of the
new board are paid $110 for each day spent performing their duties
and receive necessary expenses.
The bill requires the governor to appoint the chairman from among the
members. This person must be qualified by education, experience, and
training in administering community corrections, parole, or pardons. It
requires the chairman to work full time at his duties and be paid as
determined by the Department of Administrative Services
commissioner. This requirement currently applies to the Parole Board
chairman.
The bill makes the new board the successor to the Board of Pardons
and Board of Parole, substitutes the new board whenever the others
are used in the statutes or 2003 and 2004 public acts, and requires the
Legislative Commissioners’ Office to make necessary changes.
Hearings
The bill authorizes the chairman to sit on both pardons and parole
release panels. He must assign seven members exclusively to parole
release hearings and five to pardons hearings. Except for the
chairman, no member assigned to one type of hearing can later be
assigned to the other.
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The bill requires the chairman or his designee and two members to
conduct all parole hearings and approve or deny all parole release,
revocation, or rescission recommendations from a board employee.
Pardons panels consist of three members. The chairman can be one of
the members, but he must be on the panel for hearings on
commutation of the death penalty.
The bill requires the board to hold a pardons hearing at least every
three months. The hearings must be in various geographic areas of the
state, and the board cannot hold hearings in or on correctional facility
grounds unless solely for the benefit of applicants incarcerated at the
time of the hearing.
The bill repeals provisions on appointing members of the Board of
Pardons, placing the board in DOC, requiring four out of the five
members to approve a decision, authorizing the board to compel the
attendance of witnesses, giving the secretary the power to issue
process to command DOC officials to bring prisoners before the board,
and certain other board procedures.
Chairman
The bill makes the chairman of the Board of Paroles and Pardons,
instead of the DOC commissioner, the executive and administrative
head of the board and requires him to:
1. oversee the board’s administrative affairs;
2. adopt policies for all areas of pardons and paroles, including
granting pardons, commutations, or releases including
commutations of the death penalty; risk-based structured decision
making; and release criteria (current law requires the DOC
commissioner to set policies in all areas of parole including
decision making, release criteria, and supervision standards);
3. consult with DOC
overcrowding;

on

common

issues,

including

prison

4. consult with the Judicial Branch on common issues, including
community supervision; and
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5. sign and issue subpoenas to compel witnesses to attend and testify
at parole hearings.
Executive Director
The bill requires the chairman to appoint an executive director who
has many of the DOC commissioner’s current functions. The executive
director must:
1. direct and supervise all administrative affairs;
2. prepare the budget and annual operation plan;
3. assign staff to administrative reviews;
4. organize pardons and parole release hearing calendars;
5. implement a uniform case filing and processing system; and
6. create staff and member development, training, and education
programs.
Regulations
The bill requires the chairman, in consultation with the executive
director, to adopt regulations (1) for parole revocation and rescission
hearings that include due process requirements and (2) requiring
board members in pardons hearings to issue written statements of the
reasons for rejecting a pardon application. The bill requires the
chairman to adopt regulations, rather than policy, to administer the
Interstate Parole Compact.
MANDATORY MINIMUM SENTENCES (§ 36)
The bill eliminates a court’s discretion to depart from a mandatory
minimum for good cause under certain circumstances for the
following crimes:
1. manufacture or sale of drugs and related crimes (CGS § 21a-278);
2. manufacture or sale of drugs within 1,500 feet of elementary or
high schools, public housing, or day care centers (21a-278a(b));
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3. use, possession, or delivery of drug paraphernalia within 1,500 feet
of a school by a non-student (21a-267(c)); and
4. drug possession within 1,500 feet of a school or day care center
(21a-279(d)).
Under current law, the court can depart from the mandatory minimum
for these crimes only if it finds that in committing the offense the
person (1) did not use or attempt or threaten to use physical force; (2)
did not cause physical or serious physical injury to another person;
and (3) was unarmed and did not use, display, or represent that he had
a deadly weapon (such as a gun or knife) or other instrument that
could cause death or serious injury. The court must state in open court
the reasons for imposing the sentence and departing from the
mandatory minimum and a person can only use this provision once.
PAROLE CHANGES
Parole Supervision and Required Parole Hearings (§ 3)
By law, someone is eligible for parole after serving 50% of his sentence
unless he committed (1) a crime where the underlying facts and
circumstances involved the use, attempted use, or threatened use of
force, which makes him eligible only after serving 85% of the sentence
or (2) certain serious crimes that are ineligible for parole.
The bill provides that a parolee on parole is under the board’s
jurisdiction rather than the board’s custody and control. It requires
anyone released under this provision to remain under DOC custody
and be subject to its supervision during the parole period.
Under current law, a parole order must fix the limits of a parolee’s
residence but the parole panel has discretion to change it. The bill
requires the board and DOC commissioner to jointly exercise this
discretion.
The bill requires a hearing to determine the suitability for parole
release of inmates (1) who are eligible for parole after serving 50% of
their sentences but who have not been released to parole after they
have served 75% of their sentences and (2) who are eligible for parole
after serving 85% of their sentence when they reach the 85% mark. A
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board employee or a panel, if the chairman finds it necessary, must
base the assessment on whether (1) there is a reasonable probability
that the person will refrain from violating the law and (2) the benefits
to the person and society resulting from release substantially outweigh
the benefits to the person and society from his continued incarceration.
The board must state for the record specific reasons why the person
and the public would not benefit from the person’s parole while
transitioning to the community if it requires continued confinement.
The board’s decision is not appealable.
Administrative Parole Eligibility (§ 4)
The bill makes all inmates subject to the 50% rule eligible for parole
without a hearing and excludes all others. By law, under this
procedure, a board employee must review the inmate’s case and
recommend parole, and at least two board members must approve it.
The bill:
1. makes all those subject to the 85% rule ineligible,
2. removes the prohibition for using this procedure for inmates who
have more than three years left on their sentences, and
3. removes the prohibition for using this procedure for inmates
convicted of certain crimes (but many of these crimes are subject to
the 85% rule and would remain ineligible for this procedure under
the bill).
The crimes are: manslaughter in the 1st degree; manslaughter in the 1st
degree with a firearm; manslaughter in the 2nd degree; manslaughter in
the 2nd degree with a firearm; manslaughter in the 2nd degree with a
motor vehicle; misconduct with a motor vehicle; criminally negligent
homicide; 1st degree assault; 1st degree assault of an elderly, blind,
disabled, pregnant, or mentally retarded person; 1st degree sexual
assault; 1st degree aggravated sexual assault; sexual assault in spousal
or cohabiting relationship; kidnapping in the 1st degree; kidnapping in
the 1st degree with a firearm; 1st degree robbery; and employing a
minor in an obscene performance.
The bill also allows the board’s chairman to require a parole hearing if
he deems it necessary. As under current law, a hearing must be held at
a victim’s request.
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As under current law, a person with six months or less left in his
sentence who agrees to certain conditions under a separate parole
eligibility statute can use this procedure.
Transfer to Halfway Houses and Other Facilities (§ 9)
The bill allows the board chairman to transfer inmates granted parole
who are within 18 months of their parole release date to a public or
private nonprofit halfway house, group home, mental health facility,
or approved community or private residence. Someone released
under this provision is transferred to the board’s jurisdiction but he
remains under DOC custody and DOC is responsible for supervising
him. He may be returned to confinement in a correctional facility at
any time.
Compassionate Parole Release (§ 28)
The bill allows the Board of Parole to grant an inmate, other than one
convicted of a capital felony, a compassionate parole release if he:
1. is physically incapable of presenting a danger to society because he
is physically or mentally debilitated, incapacitated or infirm
because of advanced age, or has a non-terminal condition, disease,
or syndrome and
2. has served at least half of his sentence or half of his remaining
sentence after the board commuted his original sentence.
A person granted a release is subject to terms and conditions set by the
board and is supervised by DOC.
Parole Hearings to Revoke or Rescind Parole (§ 6)
The bill requires a board employee to conduct all parole revocation
and rescission hearings. To revoke or rescind parole or special parole,
the bill requires the employee to recommend revocation or recession
after a hearing and at least two members of a panel must approve it.
Parole Eligibility (§ 3)
The bill allows people convicted of an offense committed with a
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firearm in, on, or within 1,500 feet of elementary or secondary school
grounds to be eligible for parole. (People convicted of these crimes
would be subject to the existing parole eligibility requirements and
likely would be eligible after serving 85% of their sentence because use
of a firearm would be considered use, attempted use, or threatened use
of force.) The bill makes someone convicted of 1st degree aggravated
sexual assault ineligible for parole.
The bill deletes a requirement that the Board of Parole report monthly
to the Office of Policy and Management and the Appropriations,
Judiciary, and Public Safety committees on the number of inmates
eligible for parole who completed 75% of their sentence in the
preceding month and were not approved for parole.
Parole Orientation Program (§ 1(j)(1))
The bill requires the board chairman and executive director, in
consultation with DOC, to develop a parole orientation program for
inmates eligible for parole when they are transferred to DOC custody.
The program must include general legal information and policies on
parole release, calculating time served, conditions of release,
supervision practices, revocation and rescission policies, and
procedures for administrative review and panel hearings. It must
include any other relevant information to prepare inmates for parole.
Incremental Sanctions for Parole Violations (§ 1(j)(2))
The bill requires the chairman and executive director to create an
incremental sanctions system for parole violations that includes reincarceration based on the type, severity, and frequency of the
violation and specific periods of incarceration for certain violations.
Placement in Any DOC Correctional Institution (§ 8)
The bill allows a paroled inmate returned to DOC custody to be placed
in any correctional institution and not just the one he was paroled
from. This also applies to someone on special parole.
Special Parole (§ 5)
By law, when a person leaves prison and serves a period of special
parole, he is transferred from DOC custody to the jurisdiction of the
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Parole Board chairman. The bill makes DOC responsible for
supervising the person during the special parole period.
Under the bill, when a parole officer determines that someone violated
the conditions of his special parole, the board must hold a hearing on
the charge without unnecessary delay. The parolee must be told of the
manner of the alleged violation and be advised of his due process
rights. Once a violation is established, the bill authorizes the board to
(1) continue the special parole, (2) modify or enlarge its conditions, or
(3) revoke the sentence of special parole.
The bill requires the chairman to issue an order to commit the person
to a correctional institution when the board revokes his special parole.
The commitment period cannot exceed the unexpired portion of the
special parole, and the board can allow the person to be released again
on special parole at any time without a court order.
PLANS TO REDUCE INCARCERATION FOR TECHNICAL
VIOLATIONS OF CONDITIONS OF PROBATION AND PAROLE (§
26)
The bill requires:
1. the Judicial Branch to develop a plan to reduce the number of
incarcerations due to technical violations of the conditions of
probation by at least 20% and
2. the Board of Parole and DOC to develop a plan to reduce the
number of incarcerations due to technical violations of the
conditions of parole by at least 20%.
The plans must include cost estimates. The Judicial Branch and Parole
Board and DOC must submit their plans to the Appropriations and
Judiciary committees by October 15, 2004 and, if they receive funding,
implement them and report again to the committees by August 15,
2005.
REENTRY STRATEGY (§ 29)
The bill requires the Parole Board, Judicial Branch, and the
departments of Correction, Mental Health and Addiction Services,
Social Services, and Labor to collaborate to develop and implement a
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comprehensive reentry strategy. The strategy must:
1. provide a continuum of custody, care, and control for offenders
discharged from DOC custody;
2. assist in maintaining the prison population at or below authorized
bed capacity;
3. support victims’ rights;
4. protect the public; and
5. promote successful transition from incarceration to the community.
The bill requires DOC to report annually on the success of the reentry
strategy to the Appropriations, Judiciary, and Public Safety
committees beginning January 1, 2005. It requires the strategy’s
success to be measured by the:
1. recidivism and community re-victimization rates;
2. number of inmates eligible for release on parole, transitional
supervision, probation, or other release programs;
3. number of inmates who transition from incarceration to the
community complying with a discharge plan;
4. prison bed capacity ratios;
5. adequacy of the network of community-based treatment,
vocational, educational, supervision, and other services and
programs; and
6. reinvestment of any savings from reducing the prison population
into reentry and community-based services and programs.
ADMINISTRATIVE PARDONS REGULATIONS (§ 1(H)(2))
The bill requires the board chairman, in consultation with the
executive director, to adopt regulations to establish an administrative
pardons process that allows people convicted of a crime to receive a
pardon without a hearing, unless a victim requests one, if the person
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was:
1. convicted of a misdemeanor and (a) it is no longer a crime, (b) he
was under age 21 at the time of the conviction and has no
convictions during the 10 years before receiving the pardon, or (c)
he was convicted before pretrial programs were created that the
person would have been eligible for and likely participated in or
2. convicted of (a) illegal manufacture, distribution, sale, prescription,
or dispensing drugs; (b) illegal manufacture, distribution, sale,
prescription, or dispensing drugs by a non-drug-dependent person;
or (c) illegal possession of drugs; and he has no convictions during
the five years before receiving the pardon and it is at least five
years since the person’s conviction and release from prison.
The pretrial programs are the alcohol and drug dependency program,
pretrial family violence education program, alternative incarceration
program, community service labor program, accelerated rehabilitation,
pretrial alcohol education program, pretrial drug education program,
and pretrial school violence prevention program.
DOC OPTIONS
Release by DOC of Pre-Conviction Inmates (§ 10)
The bill allows DOC to release people the court commits to its custody
to a DOC-approved residence when they are charged only with a
misdemeanor or most class D felonies. This provision does not apply
to the following class D felonies: 2nd degree assault with a firearm; 2nd
degree assault of an elderly, blind, disabled, pregnant, or mentally
retarded person (with or without a firearm); 2nd degree assault with a
motor vehicle; 3rd degree sexual assault; 4th degree sexual assault when
the victim is under age 16; or 1st degree stalking. DOC cannot exercise
this authority if the court orders otherwise.
The bill allows DOC to impose conditions on the person’s release
including participating in a substance abuse treatment program,
electronic monitoring, or use of any other monitoring technology or
services. The person remains under DOC custody and is supervised
by DOC employees. The person can be returned to prison for violating
the conditions.
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Community Justice Center Request for Proposals (§ 27)
The 2003 budget act (PA 03-1, June 30 Special Session) transfers
$2,000,000 from the appropriation to DOC for Personal Services to its
appropriation for Community Justice Centers during FY 2004-05.
To implement this provision, the bill requires DOC, by October 1, 2004,
to issue a request for proposals for a community justice center in
Hartford with at least 500 beds to be operated by a nonprofit
corporation that (1) has experience in operating these facilities and (2)
is exempt from federal taxation under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code. Corporations submitting proposals must have an
acceptable site for the center as of the due date for submitting
proposals.
Work and Education Release (§ 30)
The bill authorizes DOC to transfer an inmate on work or education
release to an approved community or private residence if he already
participated satisfactorily in a residential program. The law allows
DOC to transfer someone to a different correctional institution, public
or private nonprofit halfway house, group home, or mental health
facility as part of this program. The bill eliminates the requirement
that the warden, superintendent, or other person in charge of a facility
concur with DOC’s decision before transferring a person to that
facility. As under current law, a transferred inmate remains under
DOC jurisdiction.
Furloughs (§ 31)
The bill increases, from 15 to 30 days, the length of time DOC can
release an inmate on furlough to visit a dying relative, attend a
relative’s funeral, get otherwise unavailable medical services, contact
prospective employers, or for other compelling reasons consistent with
rehabilitation.
By law, DOC must have a reasonable belief that the inmate will honor
the trust, must specifically designate the place to be visited, and
prescribe conditions. DOC has discretion to renew a furlough. By law,
failure to return from a furlough is 1st degree escape, a class C felony
punishable by one to 10 years in prison, a fine of up to $10,000, or both.
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Inmates Out-of-State (§ 11)
The law authorizes the DOC commissioner to enter into contracts with
government or private vendors to supervise up to 500 inmates out of
state and, during the 2003-05 biennium, to enter into contracts with
government or private vendors to supervise up to 2,000 additional
inmates out of state. The law also authorizes the commissioner to
enter into a contract for some or all of the additional 2,000 inmates
with the Virginia Department of Corrections (which has an existing
contract to supervise 500 inmates) without following the competitive
bidding or negotiation requirements.
The bill requires the commissioner to submit the proposed contracts
for the additional 2,000 inmates to the Appropriations and Judiciary
committees for review and comment before entering the contract.
ELIGIBILITY FOR ALCOHOL
DIVERSION PROGRAM (§ 23)

AND

DRUG

DEPENDENCY

The law authorizes courts to order drug or alcohol dependent offenders
into treatment in lieu of prosecution or incarceration. Under current law,
anyone who was previously ordered treated under this program or
under earlier versions of this program is ineligible. The bill instead
makes someone ineligible if he twice used one of these programs. As
under current law, the court can waive the eligibility rules.
By law, the pretrial diversion aspect of this program covers all drug sale
and possession crimes. A person charged with driving under the
influence; assault in the second degree with a motor vehicle; or a class A,
B, or C felony is not eligible for suspended prosecution and treatment.
RECOVERING COSTS OF INCARCERATION
Property Subject to Claim (§ 17)
The law gives the state a claim for the costs of an inmate’s
incarceration on his estate, inheritance, and proceeds won in a lawsuit.
The bill gives the state a claim against any property owned by an
inmate except:
1. property that is statutorily exempt from execution to satisfy court
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judgments and exempt property of a farm partnership;
2. money from a contract for reenacting the inmate’s violent crime in
various media (such as movies and books) or from the expression
of the person’s thoughts or feelings about the crime which is
required to be paid to the Office of Victim Services;
3. property the inmate acquired after he was released from
incarceration; and
4. property acquired for work performed during incarceration as part
of a program designated or defined in regulation by DOC as job
training, skill development, a career opportunity, or an
enhancement program.
But the state’s claim does apply to lottery and pari-mutuel winnings
after the person’s release from prison; his estate, inheritance, and
proceeds won in a law suit after his release from prison; and certain
federal, state, or municipal pension, annuity, insurance contracts, and
similar items that are for government employee retirement benefits
(subject to the rights of an alternate payee under a qualified domestic
relations order).
The bill authorizes the attorney general to bring an action to enforce
the claim in Superior Court in the Hartford judicial district at the DOC
commissioner’s request. The action must be brought within two years
of the inmate’s release from prison or within two years of his death if
he dies while in DOC custody. This restriction does not apply to
property that is fraudulently concealed.
The bill’s provisions on property subject to state claim apply to actions
and proceedings pending or commencing on or after its effective date.
Limitation on Claims (§§ 18-19)
The bill limits the state’s claim to an inmate’s estate, lawsuit proceeds,
and inheritance to (1) the estate of someone who dies within 20 years
of his release from incarceration, (2) lawsuits brought within 20 years
of release, and (3) inheritance received within 20 years of release.
Employment and Services Performed by Inmates (§§ 20, 16)
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By law, DOC can allow inmates to participate in a labor program with
private industry and work-release and education-release programs.
Any compensation inmates earn must be paid to DOC and put into an
account for the inmate. The money can be used for one of eight
prioritized purposes. The bill changes the eighth priority from paying
the inmate’s costs of board as determined by the DOC commissioner to
the inmate’s cost of incarceration as determined by the statutes and
regulations. Similarly, it requires a self-employed inmate to pay the
costs of incarceration rather than the costs of his board.
By law, compensation rates are set for services performed by inmates
for the state. The money they earn is paid to them on discharge unless
the prison warden or administrator pays it for one of nine prioritized
purposes. The bill changes the eighth priority from paying the
inmate’s costs of board as determined by the DOC commissioner to the
inmate’s cost of incarceration as determined by the statutes and
regulations.
CREDIT FOR FINES (§§ 12-13)
The bill changes the credit that a person receives for time spent in
prison for a crime when he is held in prison only for payment of a fine.
It changes the credit from $50 a day to a rate equal to the average daily
cost of incarceration, as determined by the DOC commissioner. By
law, the person is released when the amount of the credit equals the
amount of the fine.
The bill changes the credit that a person receives for time spent in presentence confinement (confinement by order or because he was denied
or could not obtain bail) toward payment of a fine imposed after
conviction. The bill changes the credit from $50 per day to a rate equal
to the average daily cost of incarceration, as determined by the DOC
commissioner.
JUVENILES’ CREDIT FOR PRE-SENTENCE CONFINEMENT (§ 24)
The bill gives a child arrested and held in certain facilities before
disposition of his juvenile matter, credit toward his period of probation
(including any extensions) for each day spent in the facility if he is later
sentenced to probation after conviction as a delinquent in Superior
Court. This applies to time spent in a detention center, alternative
detention center, police station, or courthouse lock-up.
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OTHER PROVISIONS
Prison and Jail Overcrowding Commission (§§ 14, 34)
The bill adds the Mental Health and Addiction Services (DMHAS)
commissioner, or his designee, to the membership of the Commission
on Prison and Jail Overcrowding. It also adds the Board of Parole
chairman, or his designee, to the commission. The Board of Pardons
and Paroles chairman becomes a member when that board is created.
The bill also allows the DOC and Public Safety commissioners to
designate someone to serve in their place on the commission.
As under current law, the commission also consists of the chief court
administrator (or his designee), chief state’s attorney (or his designee),
chief public defender (or his designee), Court Support Services
executive director or another designee of the chief court administrator,
and the following gubernatorial appointments: three government
officials, a police chief, two people representing offender and victim
services in the private community, and two members of the public.
The bill requires the commission to establish a subcommittee on
corrections behavioral health to make recommendations on providing
behavioral health services to inmates. The subcommittee consists of
the DOC and DMHAS commissioners and a representative of the
University of Connecticut Health Center who is responsible for
administering the health care services contract for DOC inmates.
Commitment to DOC by Board Chairman (§ 7)
The bill requires the Parole Board chairman (and the Pardons and
Paroles Board chairman when that board is created) to sign an order to
commit a person on special parole to a correctional institution.
Claims on Inheritance for State Aid (§ 15)
By law, when a beneficiary of aid under the State Supplement, Medical
Assistance, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Temporary
Family Assistance, or State Administered General Assistance programs
receives an inheritance, 50% of the assets payable to the beneficiary up
to the amount of the assistance paid is assignable to the state.
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The bill also gives the state a lien on the assets. As with assignments,
the bill requires the probate court to accept notice of the lien if the
Department of Administrative Services commissioner files it with the
court before distributing the inheritance and the court distributes
assets accordingly.
Required Studies (§§ 22, 25)
The bill requires the Legislative Program Review and Investigations
Committee (LPRIC) and Office of Fiscal Analysis to review the bill’s
implementation and measure its effects. This includes studying the (1)
effect on the prison population and (2) cost savings and the extent they
are reinvested in improving community safety and ensuring successful
transition of ex-offenders to the community. The committee must
report its findings to the Appropriations and Judiciary committees by
January 1, 2006 and 2008.
The bill also requires the LPRIC to study the:
1. impact of laws requiring mandatory minimum sentences on the
demand for prison beds,
2. actual versus intended impact of mandatory minimum sentences
on the state’s overall sentencing policy, and
3. estimated cost of mandatory minimum sentences and proposed
sentencing changes.
LPRIC must submit its findings and recommendations to the Judiciary
Committee by January 1, 2006.
BACKGROUND
Work and Education Release Program
The work and education release law allows DOC to arrange for
continued employment of an inmate who is self-employed or regularly
employed. DOC can also attempt to secure suitable employment or
attendance at an educational institution. The prisoner’s employment
must (1) not displace employed workers, involve skills or trades that
have a surplus of labor in the locality, or impair existing contract and
(2) have pay and employment conditions that are not less than those
for similar work at the locality.
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Commission on Prison and Jail Overcrowding
The commission (1) develops and recommends policies to prevent
prison overcrowding, (2) examines the impact of statutes and
administrative policies on overcrowding and recommends legislation,
and (3) annually prepares and distributes a comprehensive state
criminal justice plan for preventing overcrowding.
Related Bills
HB 5598 (File 226) contains the same provisions on inmate work and
education release. HB 5599 (File 227) contains the same provisions on
furloughs for prisoners. sHB 5668 (File 501) contains provisions on the
merger of the Board of Parole and DOC; transfers board functions,
powers, duties, and employees to DOC; and transfers all parolees to
DOC custody.
COMMITTEE ACTION
Judiciary Committee
Joint Favorable Substitute Change of Reference
Yea 30
Nay 8
Appropriations Committee
Joint Favorable Substitute
Yea 47
Nay 2
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